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1. Use Google Alerts
Find out when someone covers your game.
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2. Follow up emails
If you track email openings, send a follow up email
to writers who didn't open it the first time.
Don't
beemail
pushy,
don't send
tooamany
followups.
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6. Follow Up

Don't be pushy, don't send too many followups.
You don't want to be know as "that guy".
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3. Thank Them

If someone covers you game, be sure to send them
an email and thank them afterwards.

1. Use a Google Image Search
Find representative images for the game
(publisher's press kits work great).
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2. Use Google News Search
Search for the game name in Google News
Search.
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3. Use Google Blog Search
Depreciated, use following link:
https://www.google.com/webhp?
3.tbm=blg&gws_rd=ssl
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1. Find Contact Details using
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3. Build a Press List
Create a list of publications and writers in a
spreadsheet. Things to include:
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a list of
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1. Address writers by their first name
2. Provide a hook
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3. Provide a link and Steam
code
Don't ask if they want a free game, just give it to
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4. Add links to your website,
social accounts, screenshots
etc
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Give them everything they need to cover your
social accounts, screenshots
game.
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5. Be Brief
People are short on time. Be brief and on topic
when you communicate with them.
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5. Reach Out
Write that email.
Write that email.
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2. Find using VoilaNorbert.com
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3. Check Social Descriptions
Twitter/FB profiles etc.
Twitter/FB
profiles
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4. Guess

Try some common email structures:
[fname]@[publicationURL]
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3. Look for ways to get
introduced.
Friends of friends, social networking sites etc.
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4. Remember to network at
Conferences and Gatherings
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